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Introduction
We have created two new sets of labels for Hafez (1315-1390) 
poems using unsupervised learning. Our labels are the only 
semantic clustering alternative to the previously existing, hand-
labeled, gold-standard chronological classification of Hafez poems, 
to be used for literary research. We have cross-referenced, 
measured and analyzed the agreements of our clustering labels 
with Houman’s chronological classes. We used topic modeling and 
word-embeddings as features among others. We also introduced a 
similarity of similarities as features or homothetic clustering 
approach that proved effective, in case of Hafez’s small corpus of 
ghazals 2. Although all our experiments showed different clusters 
when compared with Houman classes, we think they were valid in 
their own right to have provided further insights, and have proved 
useful as a contrasting alternative to Houman-classes. Our 
homothetic clusterer and its feature design and engineering 
framework can be used for further semantic analysis and literary 
research of not just Hafez’s poetry but to support other similar 
literary research as well. Chronological classification of Hafez 
poetry was done by Houman, in his book (Houman, 1938).
He partly hand-classified Hafez’s poems in 1938, based on the 
semantic attributes engraved and encrypted in the ghazals. 
Houman’s labeling has been the gold-standard of chronological 
classification for Hafez, and Rahgozar and Inkpen (2016b) used 
them as training for supervised learning to predict the rest of the 
ghazals. In this paper, we used similar semantic features, but 
instead we conducted unsupervised learning or clustering 
experiments to create alternative labels to those of Houman.

Houman’s classification was based on the premise that artist’s 
mindset and worldview would change throughout his lifetime and 
this change was reflected in his art, in this case, poetry. 
Hypothesising about the reflection of this chronological worldview 
evolutions in one’s art and capturing it was the subject. For 
example, Houman believed that the old Hafez was more introvert 
than the young. Houman explained in detail that these worldview 
characteristics and their interpretations were buried in the 
semantic attributes of Hafez’s highly indirect and equivocal ghazals, 
intertwined among couplets’ meaning.

Methods
Homothetic transformations are frequently used in transferring 
arguments amongst economic models. Intuitively, one could think 
of the concept as similarity of similarities. In our case, for every 
poem in the corpus, represented as LDA-driven vector, we derived 
and formed a new vector, consisting of calculated Cosine 
similarities or distances from that poem to a subset of hand-picked 
poems, we refer to as anchors. Anchors were chosen for semantic 
reasons. By these similarity measures to the anchors, we formed a 
new vectorized corpus. In other words, we used Cosine similarity 
as a transformation function from one vector space to another,
before we measured their Euclidean distances, in a clustering 
procedure such as K-Means.

Results

Doc2Vec-P word-embedding scored higher coherence and 
silhouette than other non-homothetic features used in Hafez 
automatic clustering experiments; We created two new sets of 
automatic labeling for Hafez corpus, by Doc2Vec as challenger
and Sim2 as champion clusterers, which had 58% kappa and 86% 
correlations respectively but had insignificant resemblance with 
the Houman labels, 3% kappa at best;  Sim2 did not fully qualify as 
a quasi-semisupervised17 algorithm, given the low linear kappa 
with Houman, but proved to be a powerful clusterer, reaching 
(high coherence and) silhouette scores, of up to 95%; Sim2 was the 
only clusterer to perform at its best with 6 clusters, equal to 
Houman classes, k = cls; None of the automatically generated 
labels were showing significant consistency with Houman’s
classification, but provided with new semantic perspectives to 
Hafez studies; Semantic evaluations and visualizations helped 
validate the clustering results, using random poems; Visualizations 
in conjunction with homothetic clustering could be used to build a 
poetry analysis tool to support literary scholarship and research, 
even with small corpora such as ours.

Conclusions

We created the first series of unsupervised semantic classifications 
of Hafez; using LDA, LSI, Log- Entropy, Doc2Vec and similarity-
driven features to capture such nuances of meaning. We showed
that these NLP tools could help to produce different clusters of 
poems, to complement their scholarly hand-labeled version. We 
introduced the similarity-based features to build our champion
models. We observed that our homothetic clustering had a slightly 
higher homogeneity, completeness and much better silhouette 
scores compared with our other features, but kappa distribution
with Houman labels was not statistically significant. Yet, in the 
analysis of our homothetic clustering results, we could trace the 
effect of similarity to the anchor poems. In case of HEP for 
example, clusters seemed to be more ”aware” of classes ”Youth” 
and ”Senectitude”, from which the anchors had been chosen. We 
applied our top homothetic feature engineering that proved the 
most effective in our clustering, to predict the whole Hafez corpus 
as a parallel labeling to Houman’s. We investigated semantic 
differences, using both labels while comparing and tracing the 
consistencies through visualizations. We developed rigorous 
semantic analysis, refined and guided our homothetic clustering
framework to get closer to Houman’s ground-truth if possible. We 
provided multiple perspectives by our automatic labeling results 
and frameworks to support semantic analysis and literary 
scholarship.
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Anchor Poem Types to form similarity vectors: 
HEP: Houman Extremal Picks
HRP: Houman Representative Picks


